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Executive Summary
As has become vividly apparent in the uncertain times of 2020, it is preparedness for any disaster, whether a pandemic,
an earthquake, or a major wildland firestorm, that is vital to successfully containing and mitigating any challenge.
Failure to prepare makes it virtually impossible to overcome disasters without major loss of life, property, or both.
Although we live in an active Wildland Urban Interface area where fire protection is vital, the Cordelia Fire Protection
District is facing issues that threaten not only its ability to provide a quality level of service to the residents of the
District, but which place great uncertainty in its continued existence. These consist of operating with a barely surplus
budget starting July 1, 2020, the potential loss of Station 29, District residents experiencing difficulty renewing or
securing homeowner’s insurance coverage starting in late 2020, and of greatest concern, the possibility of ceasing most
EMS and fire protection services by FY 2021-2022 should the financial landscape for the District not undergo radical
changes within the next 6-12 months.
There has never been a detailed Plan to address these issues despite their development over many years. There are
individual efforts underway today to explore options to mitigate them, but until May 2020 there was no formal,
compelling, and approved Plan for communication and action, which includes a global strategy with urgent and
immediate actions designed to meet specific goals. The action and communication outreach measures discussed in this
Plan are designed to develop awareness and to earn the support and participation of District residents. District
residents can exert significant financial and political influence within the County. This Plan is aimed at this majority by
laying out a clear Plan to communicate our problems, the possible solutions to be pursued, and create a call to action
across this power base. As discussed throughout this Plan and again at the final Summary, the choices distill down into
four possibilities: cessation of District services, a drastically reduced level of service (part time/volunteer/no EMS),
additional funding secured possibly in conjunction with the county’s other fire districts, or additional funding secured for
this District alone. With the first and second options most likely unacceptable to District residents for reasons explained
below, this Board intends to push for a resolution in the direction of the third and fourth options.
The problems faced by the District are not new; nor are the calls for assistance and action. Since the early 2000’s, these
growing issues have been repeatedly communicated to the County. What is new with this Plan are clearly defined
actions including the creation of an intensive communication outreach campaign to awaken the District residents to the
issues and the options for moving forward. Also included is a clear-eyed view of the most realistic options available to
the District for its survival. Our District residents have a right to know, and it is the goal of this Plan that when armed
with all of the facts, District residents will participate in a grass roots effort to apply financial and political pressure to
bring a comprehensive solution to fruition that allows the Cordelia Fire Protection District to sustain its mission of
providing for the safety and welfare of the public through the preservation of life, health, property, and the
environment.
Plan Goals
Immediate:

Short-term:
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Create, review, and finalize a Plan that lays out actions that the Board, the District, and District residents
can take. This Plan does not need to be highly detailed, or exhaustively investigated, but only one
sufficient to clearly lay out a vision and path forward, evolving the Plan as lessons are learned.
Secure Station 29 property. Launch an intensive communication campaign targeting District residents,
especially those in Green Valley, that lays out the problems, possible solutions, and the consequences of
each choice. Provide residents the information and the opportunity to decide how they want to support
the District’s efforts. Pursue in parallel as many avenues as possible for securing this property. Pursue
actions already started to contract with the Vacaville Fire Protection District and attract other districts
into the discussion for mutual collaboration.

Mid-term:
Long-term:

Secure short-term funding to extend the period the District has to recover from its growing financial
crisis.
Secure long-term funding for sustained operation by the District to provide the expected level of service
to its residents.
Background & Overview of Issues

1. What is the Cordelia Fire Protection District?
The CFPD is one of over 2,000 special districts in California. Special districts are limited purpose local governments,
separate from cities and counties. Within their boundaries, special districts provide focused public services such as
fire protection, sewers, water supply, electricity, parks, recreation, sanitation, cemeteries, and libraries. There are
approximately 50 major types of special districts ranging from airport to fire to cemetery to water conservation
districts. Nearly 85% of California’s special districts are single function districts, which provide only one service such
as fire protection, or mosquito abatement. All districts operate under some sort of enabling legislation specific to
their function. Fire districts operate under the Fire Protection District Law of 1987 found in the Health and Safety
Code.
There are two forms of special district governance. About 2/3 of special districts are Independent Districts with
independently elected boards whose directors serve for fixed terms. Most have five-member boards, but they vary
with the size and nature of the district. The CFPD is an Independent District. The other 1/3 of special districts are
Dependent Districts governed by a city council, the county board of supervisors, or by a board appointed by the
supervisors. Other than the CFPD, all of Solano County’s other fire districts are Dependent Districts.
2. How is the Cordelia Fire Protection District funded?
Special districts generate revenue from several sources including property taxes, special assessments, and fees.
Enterprise Districts run much like business enterprises and provide specific benefits to their customers. These
districts are primarily funded by the fees that customers pay for services rendered such as airport, hospital, transit,
water, etc. Non-enterprise Districts deliver services that provide general benefits to entire communities. These
services, such as fire protection, flood control, and cemeteries do not lend themselves to fees. Non-enterprise
districts rely primarily on property taxes for their revenues. As an Independent, Non-enterprise District, the CFPD
derives most of its funding from three major sources:
a) Special Parcel Tax (Measure I) passed by resident voters in November 2002.
b) Property Taxes
c) Fees for Services, Interest Income, Misc. Revenue
The following is a revenue breakdown for the FY 2020/2021:

CFPD FY2020/21 REVENUE Fee For Services,
$838,313
Misc
$50,000

Intergovernmental
Revenue, $28,751

Interest
Income,
$4,000
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Revenue,
$5,000

Taxes,
$750,562

Detailed expenditure financials are available from the District as they are public record, however, currently it is
impossible to project a forecast past one year due to the uncertainty of the District’s future and options in play.
3. How does the District spend its funds today?
The CFPD has expenditures in primarily four categories: Salaries & Benefits, Services & Supplies, Other Charges, and
Fixed Assets. The following is a listing of the main accounts followed by a graph of percentages:
Salaries & Benefits:
• Wages, overtime, call back
• Retirement (CalPERS)
• Medical, vision, dental, life insurance
• FICA
• Worker’s Compensation insurance
Services & Supplies
• Personal Protective Equipment
• Uniforms
• Utilities
• Medical supplies for engines
• Vehicle maintenance and fuel
• Insurance
• Contracting fees with Solano County Sheriff Dispatch
• County Auditor’s Office
• Shift reimbursement
• Legal fees
• External independent auditor
• Minor building maintenance
Other Charges
• Refunds of taxes charged
• CFPD Firefighter’s Association
Fixed Assets
• Building and capital improvements
• Communications equipment
The following is an expenditure breakdown for the FY 2020/2021:

CFPD FY2020/21 EXPENSES $825,409 Fixed Assets,
Other

Charges,
$2,500

Services &
Supplies,
$360,450
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$23,000

Salaries &
Employee
Benefits,
$439,459

4. Funding Capable of Sustaining District EMS and Firefighting Operation:
Based on a preliminary, independent fiscal analysis of the Cordelia Fire Protection District performed by Citygate
Associates issued in late January 2020, their assessment is that the District will have exhausted all financial resources
and will be broke sometime in Fiscal Year 2022-2023. This analysis is on-going and is expected to be finished in Q2
2020. However, in the interim the CFPD is proceeding with this Plan. In the draft analysis report Sam Mazza of
Citygate states:
“As you will also see, I have calculated the annual change for each line item to date and added a projected annual
change percentage for each line item as well. Lastly, I estimated your FY 2020-21 budget based on historic
actuals and my best estimates, which then drives the projected changes in subsequent fiscal years. You will also
see that this analysis yields a negative budget balance in this and subsequent fiscal years in the “Revenue to
Expenditures” tab, as well as a drastic fund balance reduction to zero by FY 2022-23 as shown in the “Fund
Balance” tab.”

Mr. Mazza further characterizes the situation as:
“Given our discussions regarding employee compensation and workweek relative to recruitment and retention, the
lack of prospective volunteer firefighters within or near the District, and ongoing facilities and apparatus capital
renewal/replacement needs, I am doubtful that even doubling the annual special District tax would provide longterm fiscal stability and sustainability.”

If we assume that District residents will not find this acceptable, along with the commensurate loss of services
discussed above, clearly the time for action is now since most measures will take many months to organize and
execute. All efforts are being made for any possible gain in operating efficiencies, but the District is reduced to
working on changes that will result in only a few thousand dollars saved at best. For reference, the rough estimate
on how much funding the District will require to sustain operations going forward, which includes retaining staff
discussed next, it needs to increase annual funding from approximately $800,000 to somewhere between $1.5M
and $1.8M. This is discussed further below.
5. Station 29:
Continuation of the Station 29 site is in jeopardy of being lost soon with the possibility of eviction by the FairfieldSuisun Unified School District. Loss of Station 29 would have (2) related yet separate consequences for the residents
of the District.
a) Response Times: First would be increases in the distance and response time (i.e. from Station 31 in Cordelia for
incidents, or CDF in Gordon Valley for wildland fire) to the geographic concentration of where most District residents
live – Green Valley. The 56 sq. mi. District area covered does not align with the geographic center of the residents.
Most of the residents live in Green Valley, but the District extends along Hwy 680 to Benicia and Hwy 80 to East
Vallejo, where few District residents live. The map below shows the locations of many city and district fire stations,
yet only one serves Green Valley where most residents live, and that station is inactive. Additionally, the types of
incidents the CFPD responds to suggests a closer proximity to the population center is warranted. The top (3) types
of incidents are 1) Medical, 2) Automatic Aid (to other departments), and 3) Accident Injury. Of these, Medical
comprises 50% of all calls with the 2nd and 3rd total only 20% together.
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Green Valley

Geographic Concentration of Population in District Compared to Station Locations
b) Loss of Homeowner’s Insurance: The second consequence is the likelihood that without a station within close
proximity to the majority of the District residents, the District will receive a higher ISO (Insurance Services Office)
score7. ISO ratings help insurance underwriters more accurately assess an areas exposure to and risk from wildfire
with a score from 1 to 10. The higher the score, the more likely an insurance company will increase rates, cancel a
policy, or refuse to underwrite a home. ISO ratings asses the quality of the local fire department/District, amount of
water supply and hydrants, quality of emergency communication systems, and community outreach by the
department/District. It also assesses the driving distance from the nearest fire station. If that distance is greater
than 5 miles, the score is automatically rated a 10. What we can do about this is discussed under Opportunities and
Proposed Actions.
State Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara issued bulletins3 (pursuant to insurance code section 675.1(b)) on
12/5/19, 12/18/19, and most recently on 2/3/20, placing a mandatory moratorium on non-renewals following
recent wildfire activity for a period of 1 year after the declaration of a state of emergency for an insured structure
located in an area in which a wildfire has occurred. This prohibition applies to all policies of residential property
insurance in effect at the time of the declared emergency and is based on Zip code. This includes 94534, which was
covered under the Glen Cove Fire declaration issued by the Governor on 10/27/19. However, since this moratorium
is only valid for 1 year from that date, starting 10/28/20 insurance carriers will be free to take whatever actions they
want unless the Insurance Commissioner extends the moratorium or legislation is enacted2. Likelihood of this is
unknown at this time, though insurance carriers will do whatever is in their best financial interest.
Insurance carriers consider a number of factors in their actuary tables and marketing decisions, but three stand out
for homes in wildfire zones: 1) Entrance to and egress from the home site in case of fire (see Opportunities, Disaster
Preparedness below), 2) Proximity of a fire station (i.e. 10 miles for State Farm), 3) Their saturation into a given
market and the risk load they are carrying (20% max has been mentioned).
6. Retaining staff:
With the Districts current pay level for paid staff, and the Per Diem for resident (live in) volunteers, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to sustain meaningful staffing levels. Individuals are drawn to other districts and fire
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departments where remuneration is higher, sometimes much higher. By way of example, here are a few facts based
on a study performed in 20184 of all California city and district fire departments:
•
•
•
•

Average base pay for a fire fighter in CA is $105,000. Average base pay for the experienced, paid staff in the
CFPD is approximately half of that.
The average total compensation for a full-time firefighter in a California city is $207K per year.
A new fire fighter in Fairfield makes more than an experienced Chief at the CFPD.
The CFPD ranks near the bottom compared to all CA city fire departments or districts.

Should nothing change in 2020, it is possible the District will lose most of its paid staff. Without paid staff to
supervise volunteers, we will not be able to maintain the 24/7 staffing, which District residents have come to expect
over the years. Due to a significant effort by CFPD Chief and staff, the number of volunteers recently increased from
12 to about 35, but it is not known if this is trend. The District looks much different today than 15 years ago when it
had 50-60 volunteers with an ability to staff 2 stations around the clock.
Unless funds are found and allocated to increase the pay of paid staff along with increased Per Diem for its
volunteers, the District will be forced to suspend any meaningful level of service before the forecasted fiscal demise
in 2022-2023, possibly in the 2020-2021.
7. Staffing
The Cordelia has a non-traditional operational model. The Resident Program is the heart of the district. “Resident”
means that volunteers reside at the fire station for 24-hour shifts. They are young men and women seeking a career
in the fire service. After meeting several prerequisites, they commit to serving one 24-hour shift per week, receiving
a $25 stipend for each shift. In return they receive experience, training and certifications that make them
attractive candidates for career fire departments. The program has been successful as hundreds of residents have
been through the program in the past 20 years and went on to fire service careers. Turnover is constant, but in
recent years, for several reasons, it has been more difficult to keep the program staffed.
Our paid staff of two Captains and two Engineers are critical to the Resident Program. The Fire Chief was paid, but
to assist efforts to convert the previously forecasted deficit budget for 2020/2021, the Chief switched to a non-paid
position. The staff provides leadership, training, and supervision without which the program would not be possible.
Years ago, the district used a traditional respond from home volunteer model. About twenty years ago
demographics unique to the community began to make the traditional volunteer model more difficult to sustain.
The resident program was originally intended to supplement the traditional volunteers. Perhaps predictably, the
traditional volunteers eventually disappeared. It may be possible to use traditional volunteers again in the future,
but it is very unlikely the district could provide the expected level of service only with volunteers.
8. Recruiting resident volunteers
“Resident Volunteers” are firefighters who volunteer their time with the District to gain real world experience
before they can apply for a permanent position with another fire department. New volunteers are drawn to other
departments with higher stipend rates. By way of example, Suisun offers $100/day compared to CFPD’s $25/day.
This District’s “brand” should be a strong recruiting draw, one where volunteers can receive significant hands-on
experience compared to other districts and departments where they sit mostly on the side lines and only observe.
We provide valuable real-world, hands-on training.
9. Capital equipment funding
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Best management practices are to place funds into reserves every year for occasional large capital expenditures.
Because of historical funding issues, the District has been unable to place any funds into reserves in many years.
Currently the reserve fund has a little over $400,000. (The Citygate study does not separate out the reserve fund
since it is available for use). As noted in the Executive Summary, starting July 1, 2020 it will be necessary to start
spending reserves to maintain the current level of service.
At the same time the district has immediate capital needs far more than available funds. These are:
a) Apparatus(engines): A municipal fire department typically replaces apparatus on a 10-year replacement
schedule, plus or minus several years depending on severity of service. Our District needs to get 20+ years from this
equipment. Engine 29 is 27 years old and in poor mechanical condition. Annually, it taxes the maintenance budget
to keep it in service. A new replacement would cost somewhere in the range of $600,000. The district is currently
pursuing a grant for a replacement, and finding a used engine is another possibility. Engine 31 and our front-line
wildland units are approximately 10 years old. They are beginning to have the issues typical for modern equipment
with embedded computer-controlled systems. However, they are good for now, but their replacement is on the
horizon.
b) Facilities: Both of the District’s stations were built long before 24-hour staffing was contemplated. They lack the
safety and operational features expected in a modern fire station with 24-hour staffing. Both are old and in need of
major renovation and/or replacement.
c) Single station vs. two station model: The District has operated for many years under a two-station model. For
several years it has been difficult to staff Station 29 on Rockville Rd. Three possible alternatives are: 1) A new,
single-station model. This would entail a new station built in the vicinity of the intersection of Green Valley Rd and
Mason Rd, large enough to house all the district’s operations. From this reasonably central location, the entire
district could be covered. This would be done in conjunction with the Middle Green Valley Project and would always
permit (1) or (2) crews to staff the station. This is still very preliminary and subject to the viability of the Middle
Green Valley Project which is not guaranteed; 2) A rebuilt and perhaps expanded Station 29 discussed under
Opportunities below. Station 29 could become the headquarters station, but because of response time drawbacks
for service towards Highway 80/680 and beyond, it is likely that Station 31 (also in need of work) would have to be
retained as a satellite station. This option depends on the retention of Station 29, also an issue discussed above in
paragraph 4. Conditions are not yet ripe for decision. In the meantime, the district will continue to pursue both
options; 3) Retain both Stations 31 and 29, making repairs to both stations, especially 29, to sustain their ability to
house crews and equipment. All options are expensive and generally beyond the reach of the District’s ability to
fund.
All the above capital needs are far more than the District’s current ability to fund and will remain so until a different
funding and/or operational model is executed.
Root Causes of Current Funding Issues
The various contributing factors are:
•

AB8: Prior to Proposition 13, fire districts were funded mostly by property taxes which could be set as needed. PreProp 13 districts were mostly staffed with volunteers using converted, surplus military equipment. Both expenses
and tax rates were fairly low. After passage of Prop 13 property tax revenue was cut roughly in half. The political
solution to execute Prop 13 resulted in AB8. All recipients of property tax revenue were cut proportionally from
what their rates had been prior to Prop 13. No regard was given to how critical their mission, or to alternative
sources of funding. Cordelia Fire District’s share was approximately 5.5%, with CFPD’s share locked in based on
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conditions then. Today’s reality is much different. Unfortunately, since Prop 13, the cost of operations has
continued to grow while revenue has not. All the county's fire districts have different AB8 allocations based on the
snapshots taken 40 years ago. Some are 2-3 times Cordelia's. If Cordelia had being receiving 2-3 times as much
property tax revenue for the past 40 years, the district would not be facing the crisis it does today. However, it is
not possible to turn the hands of the clock back so we must face today’s reality.
•

County City Centric Growth: Funding issues for fire districts created by AB8 exist state-wide, but they have been
keenly felt in in Solano County. Solano County has created a system that encourages city centered growth. Little
new growth occurs in unincorporated areas. This has had two effects. First, as areas were annexed into the cities,
they were detached from the fire districts such as CFPD. Second, tax revenue generated by those areas no longer
went to CFPD, but the District’s costs of providing service did not diminish proportionately. Slowly, CFPD has seen
its funding options diminish. The fire districts are unique amongst the many special districts in the county. All other
special districts (except for irrigation districts) include the areas within the cities. When new development does
occur, it is in the cities as encouraged by the County’s plan. Other special districts share in the increased revenue,
but the CFPD receives nothing because of the focused growth. There is a City/County tax sharing agreement to
mitigate the impact of city centric growth on the County, but none of that is passed on to the CFPD.

•

ERAF: In the wake of Prop 13, California’s property tax structure went through many changes. One of those was the
Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF). With schools facing difficulties in the late 1980’s, districts that
appeared to have more funding than needed (based on a one-year snapshot) had funds taken away and given to the
ERAF fund which were then redistributed. At that time CFPD was paid by Fairfield to cover nearby areas that had
been annexed to the city. Little development had yet occurred, so the arrangement continued until there was
enough development for the city to justify building and staffing a new fire station. That arrangement ended shortly
after the ERAF snapshot, but the annual takeaway was not reduced or ended. For the FY 2019/2020 fiscal year the
ERAF takeaway is $117,700 or 26.6% of the district’s property tax revenue (the AB8 5.5% share), significantly
diminishing the District’s ability to self-sustain, year after year.

•

Proposition 172: In 1992 Proposition 172 was passed specifically to mitigate the effects of ERAF. It sets aside a small
slice of the State’s share of sales tax revenue earmarked for public safety. It is then distributed through cities and
counties. As have most counties, Solano County allocates all its Prop 172 funds to other law enforcement with
nothing going to fire protection even though that was the intent of Prop 172.

•

Competition for paid and volunteer staff has increased with nearby departments and districts, which are more
adequately funded through a wider array of sources, and that can afford higher pay than the CFPD.

•

Years of inadequate funding has left the District’s reserve account with insufficient funding to make required major
equipment purchases such as new engines. With this year’s transition to a barely surplus budget on July 1st, the
District will be forced to draw this reserve down in the near future until depleted or funding is replenished.
Opportunities & Possibilities

Motivation: Despite all the challenges faced by this District, there exists a condition today that did not exist several
years ago. With the major fires in Northern California, two of which were nearby and one of which entered Green
Valley, there is now a credible and palpable fear of loss of property, livelihood, and life itself. This fear has created an
increased sensitivity among District residents, especially those in Green Valley where the wildland fire risk is higher. This
sensitivity will be a strong motivator that the District can tap to promote awareness among residents of the problems
faced, an understanding of the options available to the District for mitigation, and the consequences of action or
inaction. Armed with this information and driven by an intensive communication outreach campaign, residents can
decide among the options available for how they would like to support the District. To put this another way, would
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residents prefer to lose services, see higher response times, lose homeowners insurance coverage and experience
greater costs to obtain secondary market coverage, just so they can avoid further obligations like increased parcel
assessments, or, would they prefer to contribute to an increased parcel assessment and avoid all the above issues and
their associated costs?
Reorganizations & Mergers: Other districts such as Vaca and Suisun have simpler operational models that work for them
and the population from which they draw volunteers. Even with its unique parcel assessment tax, Cordelia has
insufficient funding combined with a more sophisticated operational model that delivers greater resources and services
to the residents served. This model was developed more out of necessity because the population in and around the
District does not support an all-volunteer department due to the demographics. It has also come to expect more
services. At this point all options for creating a more efficient, self-sustaining County-wide Fire District need to be
considered. These include multi-District reorganization, annexation, Joint Powers Agreements or Joint Powers Authority
(both abbreviated JPA). A merged District would present the opportunity to reallocate resources (i.e. training,
administrative services, maintenance, staff) through an updated and consolidated response matrix, utilizing combined
resources more efficiently and cost effectively, and depending on the method used for the merger, perhaps a widened
usage of the CFPD parcel assessment. It is critical that all parties have something to bring to the table and something to
gain from such a reorganization.
Funding: If funding for the sustainment of the CFPD was to be done strictly within the current District, initial estimates
suggest that in order to increase annual District funding from $800K to $1.5-$1.8M, each of the households in the
District would have to contribute about $900 to $1000 more each year on top of the $343 currently assessed. This
assumes each household would contribute equally. If, however an additional assessment was instead keyed to a more
progressive measure such as square footage, it would become more proportional for those who can afford it the most.
It is the opinion of this Board that most reasonable people will choose the option most self-serving, or the increased
assessment with known returns and benefits, assuming they understand the problem and the choices. To put this in
perspective, the average household is spending $5-$20K+ per year in property taxes. A $1000 increase would represent
a 5-20% increase. If progressively distributed, based more on parcel value, this may average out more like 10%; not a
significant price to protect one’s home and investment.
Station 29: There appears to be increased interest by some entities in the County to assist with retention of this asset.
Sustaining Station 29 presents some interesting opportunities not previously considered with much intensity. For
example, a recent, informal survey of the Falls School multi-purpose room and station property suggests that for
approximately $1M+ the District could re-purpose this facility into living, training, and administrative quarters for the
District, add a new concrete pad, and erect a “Butler” style building with insultation and exhaust removal equipment to
house 2-4 engines. This is far less than the many millions of dollars estimated cost to build a new middle Green Valley
fire station discussed in Background & Overview of Issues above at which all operations would be consolidated. $1M+
for repurposing of the Station 29 site is within reasonable range of an intensive fund-raising campaign among Valley
residents and businesses. However, there are some technical details that need to be investigated with this avenue. An
example is having enough square footage of land to support a larger septic system. This avenue of action would remove
the issue of altogether losing Station 29 from the table and allow remaining efforts to focus on solving funding for the
operational expenses discussed above. Options such as the above need to be seriously considered for the following
reasons:
•
•

They are within reach of a concerted communication and fund-raising campaign.
They have a clear goal and demonstrative benefit to District residents.

Disaster Preparedness: The key to success in the Wildland Urban Interface is preparation and pre-incident planning9. In
launching a communication campaign, a parallel opportunity exists to help prepare for a fire emergency while
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simultaneously helping District residents maintain their homeowners’ insurance coverage. Currently there is no
released plan with associated support (i.e. signage, homeowner instruction cards, training) to evacuate residents quickly
and safely should that be required. One of the lessons learned from fires such as the Kincade and Camp fires is that if
first responders are occupied evacuating residents, they are not focusing on fighting the fires and the final damage is
greater. Communities that have developed, implemented, and conducted drills of fire evacuation plans fared much
better in surviving devastating fires. For example, in Sonoma County the City of Windsor developed comprehensive
evacuation plans where residents were prepared to evacuate, knew how to evacuate, and where to go. Some
communities are organizing mass evacuation drills and hosting events to help businesses and residents design
emergency plans. Many are emphasizing the need to create defensible spaces around homes and businesses. Others
are building fire breaks meant to slow a catastrophic blaze from spreading into neighborhoods. By way of example, in
the 2019 Cave Fire in Santa Barbara, pre-fire brush clearing, which the community had done with the help of firefighters,
was credited for saving an entire enclave of homes.
In the last three years, wildfires in California have burned more than 3.7 million acres, killed 150 people, and damaged
or destroyed 35,200 homes1. A study5 of the 1984-2016 fire seasons has shown that nationally wildfires now occur over
a 17% longer season, have become 78% larger, and occur 12% more frequently. It is the consensus that the past several
years is the new normal. The following charts6, while detailed in nature, exhibit one common trend: longer seasons and
larger fires with the message that now is the time to prepare and harden our homes and communities.
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Being prepared makes sense and with an active communication campaign in motion, there exists the opportunity to
further serve District residents.
In February 2020, AB 23672 was introduced in the Assembly that would create a Wildfire Resilience Task Force. The task
force would establish minimum standards a dwelling must meet to qualify as a “fire-hardened home” and that a
community must meet to qualify as a “fire-hardened community”. These two actions are important because AB 2367
would also require insurers to offer or sell existing residential property insurance coverage if a home is fire-hardened
and if the community is fire-hardened. The responsibility to fire-harden a residence is that of the homeowner and our
District can provide guidance materials on how to do so. However, the responsibility of the District would be to develop
a disaster preparedness plan, educate District residents how it works, locate evacuation signage on key evacuation
routes, and provide instructions to residents of what to do. When in place, the District would conduct annual
evacuation drills in conjunction with the Sheriff’s Department and California Highway Patrol. A complete plan and
budget were developed in 2007 for a FEMA Fire Prevention & Safety grant, but never implemented. It could serve as a
starting point going forward.
In collaboration with efforts of the Green Valley Fire Safety Committee (GVFSC), this would meet the intent and
requirements of a fire-hardened community. Thus, when both homeowner and community/District work to fire-harden
homes and area, the threat of loss of homeowners’ insurance would dissipate.
Cal Fire: Cal Fire and the local Battalion Chief Latta have demonstrated an outstanding spirit of collaboration and
support for its neighbors including the CFPD. This is to be highly commended and strongly encouraged in any way
possible. Cal Fire is responsible for responding to fire calls in any area elevated above valley floors, essentially all the
hills (“State Responsibility Area”) but has no obligation for non-elevated sites. What District residents may not
understand is that if the CFPD were to cease to exist, Solano County or the City of Fairfield would have no obligation to
provide fire protection services to the residents of Green Valley and not all residents are in the State Responsibility Area.
It is not known if Cal Fire would step up, but we must assume that they might not for reasons out of our control. The
District may not be able to count on anything beyond response assistance currently provided through the spirit of
collaboration. Still, the State has valuable resources which the District can leverage as it seeks to balance staffing and
maintain incident response levels.
Strategy Going Forward
Given the opportunities and possibilities open to the CFPD, the one most likely of securing sustainable EMS and fire
protection services County-wide is that of bringing all four unincorporated Districts together and establishing a fair and
equitable funding methodology that increases the overall level of service delivered throughout the County. Bringing all
four unincorporated Districts together without a way to fund a “Solano County Fire Protection District” will only create
one larger problem out of four smaller ones. From the Citygate report being released mid-2020 it has become clear that
the CFPD is the closest to cessation of services, and the remaining three are on the same track with the only different
being “when”. Therefore, it is incumbent that with the encouragement of the Board of Supervisors and State Senators
and Assembly Members covering the District, and with the encouragement of LAFCO, all four Districts engage in serious
discussions in the near future to determine how they can make this a reality.
Proposed Actions
The District’s situation warrants a multi-pronged approach taken in parallel, rather than serial, to provide quicker results
and greater progress. The proposed actions are:
1. COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN: Organization and immediate launch of an intensive communication outreach
campaign with the District’s residents:
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•

Creation of an agency Nextdoor page to disseminate information and make a call for action with weekly
additions to maintain interest and provide recommendations for specific action residents can take.
• All-hands meeting with the members of the Green Valley Landowners Association.
• Provide status updates in monthly meetings at the Green Valley Country Club.
• Collaboration with the Green Valley Fire Safety Committee (GVFSC) to support their outstanding efforts and to
develop a workable Disaster Preparedness Plan.
• Collaboration with the Solano Land Trust to set up opportunities to communicate issues and solutions at events,
meetings, and newsletters.
• Collaboration with Neighborhood Watch representatives and meetings with residents.
• Meetings with local businesses and their staff (e.g. real estate and insurance agencies, banks).
• Meetings with local clubs (e.g. Rotary).
• Articles with local publications (e.g. Daily Republic) published in a series of weekly OpEds. The first lays out “the
problem”. The second lays out “the Plan”. They third lays out “the actions”. Then there is an occasional follow
up article to provide status to readers. This would also be one avenue for recognizing donors discussed in 5.
below.
• Twitter campaigns to increase awareness of issues and a high-level view of possible solutions with connections
to events.
• Email campaigns.
• Flyer campaigns to get the message out. See attached sample of a communication and meeting invitation flyer.
To promote urgent action, early and regular face to face communication will be key. There should be contact
between the Board and District residents at least once per week starting within 2 weeks of approval of this Plan.
2. GRASS ROOTS SUPPORT: Launch an intensive campaign to identify and recruit District residents, who can take on
functions with which the District is struggling or requires assistance. Three examples are legal counsel, payroll
processing and accounting services, and spokespersons. It is most likely that within the District, we can find and
recruit attorneys who can provide legal counsel and services pro bono, and CPAs / bookkeepers who can provide
accounting services at no charge. There are many well-spoken residents within the District. All we need to do is
connect our need with those who are articulate, talented, and interested. This is a way for an awakened populous
to contribute to “the solution. At a minimum, we need to explore growing the team dedicated to saving and serving
the District.

3. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS: In conjunction with the above communication campaign, develop a fire disaster
preparedness program to prepare the high fire risk areas of the District for possible evacuation. This program
includes:
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•
•
•
•
•

Revisit 2007 evacuation plan, updating as required (re-started June 2020).
Identify all key evacuation routes.
Solicit donations for road signage pointing to evacuation routes and meeting areas.
Collaborate with County for the installation of evacuation signs.
Develop an evacuation guide, print, and distribute to all District residents. Communicate at all outreach
meetings. Make copies available at local insurance agencies, real estate offices, and lending institutions.
• Update dwelling fire-hardness practices and communicate widely in District; again, at all outreach meetings.
• Discuss with other communities, which have conducted evacuation drills, what lessons they learned, and how
they obtained support from other agencies (e.g. CHP) to conduct them.
• Design, prepare for, and in conjunction with the Solano County Sheriff’s Department and the California Highway
Patrol, conduct annual evacuation drills, revising the fire disaster preparedness program from lessons learned.
• Meet with staffers of AB 2367 sponsors to not only become aware of the bill’s progress, but to collaborate,
influence, and support its passage.
It is possible that with creation and execution of this Disaster Preparedness Plan, the District would receive a better
rating which could translate into better homeowner’s insurance rates, improved chances of securing coverage, and
possible qualification for a zone immune from cancelation (see Disaster Preparedness under Opportunities above).
4. CONTRACTING & REORGANIZATIONS: The CFPD Board has long been in favor of consolidating with other districts.
The Citygate recommendations will be released in the coming months which may encourage this course of action.
Should LAFCO recommend reorganizing, we can better assess how to pursue this option with their full weight
behind us. However, all methods need to be assessed and discussed with all County fire districts in collaborative
meetings early on. We should discuss mutual benefits and the process of how contracting and reorganizing with
districts enacted through JPAs, contracts, annexations, etc. would work, and how benefits would flow to district
residents. If the cultures in specific districts are essential to their sustainment, we should treat any reorganization or
merger as a republic much like our 50 States; all tied together, yet different. The current discussions with Vaca
should be accelerated to have a working contract in place as soon as possible. This collaboration can then be used
to encourage other districts to join in the for discussion and joining into what will hopefully someday become a
“Solano County Fire Protection District”.
5. SPONSOR PROGRAM: This would be modeled on university and museum donor programs including naming rights.
Communicated through the avenues in 1. above, we would offer District residents ways to contribute specific
amounts for the purchase or renovation of specific items (e.g. turnouts, equipment, for significant
contribution/donation naming of station after family, business or other designated party), and be recognized
through a variety of means. We can set up donor levels such as at museums. Patrons (individual and business)
contribute various amounts, and obtain the status of bronze, silver, gold and platinum. Recognition can take the
form of:
• Plaques for their home or business
• Recognition in media outlets
• Donor walls at all Stations in the consolidated District
• Personalized display firefighter’s helmets
• Embroidered golf jackets with status of donor along with commensurate bragging rights on the links
• Annual donors’ dinner (funded by businesses and individuals)
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Estimated Costs of Alternatives
The District and its residents are faced with several alternatives to choose from, including the choice of doing nothing.
To place the relative financial and consequential impacts in perspective, the following rough estimates are provided for
the major options proposed including the choice of doing nothing:
a) Contract, merge, or consolidate with other Districts with additional funding secured:
• Cost to District: None with additional funding secured and shared among all consolidated districts. The
combined district will most likely be sustainable going forward.
• Cost to CFPD Direct residents: None and perhaps a lowering of current assessments.
• Cost to residents in other districts: The applicability of special taxes with mergers or reorganizations is unknown
currently, but it may be in the $150 - $300/year for an enhanced level of service and sustainable County wide
District.
b) Move to a full volunteer District model:
• Cost to District: Significant savings by curtailing EMT services, most paid staff, and 24/7 service. This assumes
volunteers are available in this area.
• Cost to District residents: Minimal to none but it comes with a reduction in EMT services and fire protection
services 24/7.
c) Secure additional funding to ensure sustained operation both EMS and fire only within the current District:
• Cost to District: Not significant other than some administrative costs to manage the larger revenue stream
• Cost to District residents: An estimated additional $900 to $1,000/year to obtain a sustainable fire District going
forward without any support from outside the District.
d) No solution is found, leading to a drastic reduction of EMS and fire protection services:
• Cost to District: Operating costs will be lower to match lower revenues.
• Cost to District residents: If District ratings suffer, 1) Loss of homeowner’s insurance and the cost of obtaining
new coverage. Estimates range from 4 to 5 times8 the current cost of coverage. For example, if we assume that
the current average cost of homeowner’s coverage in the Green Valley area is $2,700/year8 (varies by specific
location), the additional cost to obtain new coverage might be an additional $8,100 to $10,800/year; 2) Longer
response times for ANY incident assuming a response even occurs from another entity after cutback in services.
e) Loss or securing Station 29:
• Cost to District: If lost, not significant as operating costs will go down. If secured, operating costs more like that
currently except for deferred maintenance remaining a continuing issue.
• Cost to District residents if lost: 1) Potentially the same cost as in a) above, $8,100 to $10,800/year for those not
within 5 miles driving distance of Station 31; 2) Longer response times for ANY incident.
f) Create a Disaster Preparedness Plan:
• Cost to District: Writing of the Plan will be negligible as it will be done by volunteers based on the available draft.
The main costs will be signage for all exit routes, information pamphlets for homeowners, and paying the local
law enforcement to oversee an annual drill. A significant effort would be made to raise funds through
community donations to pay for these, but for now we can assume the District will assume them. These costs
are estimated at:
o Signage: (30) x $100 = $3,000 – assumes the signs would be installed by volunteers after approval by the
County Resource Management Department
o Pamphlets: (2000) x $0.50 - $1,000 – assumes the cost to develop would be $0 when done by volunteers
o Law enforcement services: No estimates are available as no plan is available for the CHP to estimate the
annual drill. It is assumed this will be around $10,000
Total = $14,000 initially, $10,000/year thereafter
• Cost to District residents: None
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The Disaster Preparedness Plan effort is a parallel activity and its development can take place along with any option. A
multi-district reorganization offers the opportunity for efficiency improvements and cost savings with enhanced revenue
streams only with the reorganization of all (4) non-incorporated Districts together and with some form of the current
CFPD parcel tax levied on the parcels in the other districts. Just reorganizing all (4) districts together does not solve the
long-term funding issue all districts will eventually face; it only creates one larger funding issue. Without a solution that
also addresses funding, a consolidated reorganization makes no sense. However, by incorporating some version of the
current parcel assessment into the County-wide district may have the effect of lowering the individual contributions by
all parcel owners while enhancing levels of service received by all.

Recommended Path Forward & Estimated Timeline / Milestones
1. Execute Proposed Actions:
a. Pursue all avenues and options to secure Station 29 from the Fairfield-Suisun Unified School District – Ongoing
b. Communication Campaign – Started May 2020 and ongoing – initial focus on introductory meetings with County
and State elected officials
c. Grass Roots Support (recruiting volunteers from District residents) –Regular communication meetings started to
develop a strategy and outreach campaign by mid May 2020
d. 4-District Reorganization – Evaluate all options to reorganize with other districts starting with the Vacaville Fire
Protection District – Starting February 2020 and ongoing
e. Disaster Preparedness Plan – In process now with the GVFSC.
f. Sponsor Program – Citizens committee formed, and monthly meetings started to develop a detailed agenda and
start outreach efforts in 3rd quarter 2020
2. Review this Plan on a regular basis and update as required to maintain its relevancy and reflect reality. I has been
updated three times since its initial release.

What the District May Look Like with Its Problems Solved – Our Vision
Although the Cordelia Fire Protection District faces many challenges, some severe, addressing these problems with a
stubborn optimism is probably the best way to characterize the Board’s new approach. We believe that while daunting,
these issues can be overcome and that the District can continue for many years much stronger than it is today. It mostly
requires a political and organizational will to move beyond past divisions and ways of thinking and collaborating with
elected officials and local organizations to achieve a goal that benefits the common good of County residents. In a
future where we have overcome our challenges, the District of the future would most likely look something like the
following:
•
•

•

The CFPD will have reorganized with the Vacaville, Suisun and Montezuma Fire Districts into an umbrella district,
perhaps under the moniker of the Solano County Fire Protection District (SCFPD).
The combined SCFPD will feature improved services over what is delivered today including more comprehensive
EMS, faster response times, a higher standard of training and achievement by the fire fighters, and a more
efficient and cohesive administrative structure for the benefit of all residents within the combined District.
Each of the original four Districts may maintain aspects of their original character and operating models so far as
the level of volunteerism and generational cohesion. These “subdistricts” will operate much like States in a
federation such as the United States. They are connected by a common framework and service goals while
maintaining their character and independence. Over time they may become to look more like each other,
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•
•

•

•

however that will be an evolutionary result of working together and determining the best way to do the most
with the least.
The subdistricts will share resources in the areas of training, maintenance, manpower, assets, and administrative
services. This ensures District residents are getting the greatest return on their investment.
The SCFPD will have a comprehensive Disaster Preparedness Plan that helps residents understand what they
must do in the event of a major disaster such as a major wildlands fire or earthquake. Annual drills will be held
to reinforce that understanding through practice.
A reorganization of the four Districts will not do much to solve this District’s problems nor of those of the others
in the next few years without also implementing a different funding scenario at the same time. In a reorganized
County-wide district, all residents of those counties will contribute something towards the improvement and
sustainment of services. It may be a small parcel tax, some special assessment, or perhaps a small sales tax
addition. However, when all current and future funding sources are combined, the goal of the SCFPD will be the
ability to maintain equipment and stations at a higher standard and to deliver a higher level of service to all its
residents.
All revenues to the SCFPD will be spent on the most critical needs first, whether facilities or equipment.
Oversight for these allocations of funds will be overseen by a SCFPD Board perhaps derived from the four
current Boards. The current individual Boards may continue to administer activities within their sub-districts
and to provide accountability to the SCFPD Board, solving problems and developing the best solutions, again in
the same vein as States provide for their citizens on behalf of the Republic.

Summary
Due to the severity of the issues faced by the District discussed above at length, we are past the time for exhaustive
analysis and continued discussion. This Plan focuses on the four most likely outcomes: 1. Reorganization with the (3)
other unincorporated districts, 2. Shrinking the District to all volunteer with a reduction in 24/7 services, 3. Securing the
funding required solely within this District to sustain its existence, or 4. A drastic reduction in all services because no
solution was found to today’s issues. The first option is the most attractive and will be the focus of this Board going
forward.
This Plan lays out a vision and sets the general path forward for action to achieve a successful outcome. Failure to do so
will produce very predictable results – District collapse. Moving ahead now, even with regular Plan updates and
revisions to reflect reality, has a chance of producing positive results. Whereas the District may not be able to achieve
all of its goals, the attainment of even some percentage of the above goals will be a major win for the residents of the
Cordelia Fire Protection District, making the execution of this Plan the top priority for the remainder of 2020 and going
forward.
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“The Path Forward Is Difficult, But Not Impossible”
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Talking Points
The Problems
Continued existence of CFPD highly
uncertain
Retaining paid staff – CFPD pay is
50% of firefighter in CA; near bottom
of all CA cities/districts
Loss of Station 29 contributes to (3)
factors for losing insurance coverage:
1. Entrance / egress
2. Proximity to FD (10 mi max)
3. Market saturation (risk)
Decreased home values with
increased ins cost; 20:1 ratio

Barely balanced budget starting
7/1/20 because of the Chief
switching to non-paid status
Without paid staff, volunteers will
not be supervised or maintain 24/7
coverage we are used to
Other than parcel tax assessment
(~$325), tax revenue measures have
diverted funding to law enforcement
or have not stayed current with costs
of operation

Potential loss of Station 29 on
Rockville Rd at Falls School site
Recruiting volunteers – Per Diem is
25% of neighbor districts
Reserve fund has not been built up
due to insufficient funding for years
and cannot acquire new equipment

The Solutions
Broad based communication campaign to increase
awareness, alert residents to issues, collect input, and
provide opportunities to participate in solution

Develop grass roots support with:
1. Opportunities to volunteer time
2. Become a District spokesperson
3. Join grant writing team
4. Join disaster prep team
Reorganize with other (3) unincorporated fire districts to share resources, staff, training, revenue opportunities,
incident support and higher operational efficiencies
Sponsorships (like museums) & specific item donations
Implement Disaster Preparedness Plan with exit signage,
instruction kits, and annual Valley-wide drills

The Consequences of Our Collective Choices
No Solution • Drastic reduction of CFPD EMS and fire
Is Found:
protection services in next 1-2 years
Action & •
Participation:

Maintain CFPD with coverage, hopefully
24/7, and ideally in (2) stations or (1) central
consolidated station

What You Can Do
Get involved with CFPD and other
efforts such as GVFSC
Work with GVFSC in Disaster
Preparedness Plan.
Tell friends & neighbors how they can
support the District’s efforts
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•

•
•

Loss of homeowner’s insurance, higher cost to
secure secondary market coverage, loss of
home value (20:1 devaluation to insurance
increase)
Continuation of homeowner’s insurance
coverage w/o massive cost increases
Better disaster preparedness

Support efforts w/County through
networking, letter writing, speaking

Contribute to specific fund-raising
campaigns
Join Fund Raising Committee

Use your political and financial
influence to encourage County Board
of Supervisors to support the
District’s efforts to consolidate

Contact Assembly, Legislature &
Governor’s office in support of AB
2367 plus Governor’s program to
fund brush clearing for communities
most at-risk for wildfire

• Did you know that the existence of Station 29 in Green Valley is threatened?
• Did you know that the future of the Cordelia Fire Protection District is also
highly uncertain, and that if it disappears neither Solano County nor any of the
surrounding cities have an obligation to provide fire protection services for your
home?
• Did you know how your homeowner’s insurance is calculated, your ability to
obtain coverage, and what in the District contributes to it?
• Did you know that in late 2020 the current moratorium on cancellations of
homeowner’s policies will go away and after that insurance carriers can cancel
your homeowner’s policy at will unless the Governor’s offices takes action?
• Did you know how increasingly difficult it is to obtain homeowner’s insurance
coverage in the Fire District?
• Would you like to know about possible solutions to the above issues, and how
you support and can be part of these solutions?
You are invited to a meeting to learn more from the Cordelia Fire District and Cal
Fire, the folks that serve and provide fire protection for your homes in the District.

The meeting will be held at __________________________
on August ___ at ___PM.
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